Cash Safe by Hide Away
Example as used by Australia Post.
Just recently Australia Post was introduced to an innovative security device that
would be ideal for LPO's (Licensed Post Offices) who are often forced to hold larger
amounts of cash / notes etc at the counter due to busy trading cycles.
Called the 'Hide-Away', this Australian made and designed small portable security
safe is virtually indestructible, being made from impact modified GE LEXAN polycarbonate which is extremely tough and durable.
The 'Hide-Away' consists of a neat docking station that can be mounted anywhere,
in our case, close by the Australia Post Officer on duty, under the counter, into which
the actual safe box itself fits. The docking station can actually be mounted in any
position, vertically, horizontally even upside down.
The Safe box slides into the dock and is locked with a key, rendering the mounting
screws inaccessible and making the unit entirely thief proof. Being constructed of
polycarbonate, the unit will withstand incredible abuse - even attacks with a
hammer proved fruitless.
Working on the theory that if a thief can't find the valuables, they can't be stolen,
the whole unit is almost
completely unobtrusive.
Weighing just 1.5 kg's
and measuring 360mm long, 185mm wide
and 70mm deep, the
Hide Away Safe can be installed in
locations only limited by
the officer's imagination.
It would be ideal for a
used between the counter
LPO's approved night safe.
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transferred
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The Safe box has a
secure locked lid,
allowing the unit to
be taken from one location to
another (office to car, car to car etc)
without the contents being
uncovered, and so would be ideal for transfer of cash directly from the o'nite safe - to
the vehicle - to the tellers counter: - Secure at all times.
Four removable polycarbonate insert trays to hold currency notes (each tray holds
200 notes) and/or small items are included with the unit - it has many other uses
other than for the above.
For such a clever unit the Hide Away Safe costs a very reasonable $295.00 including
GST which includes the Abloy Classic security lock and heavy duty cam assembly
For this kind of money LPO operators can enjoy peace of mind, not only when they
are working on their own, but when transferring funds or personal valuables in their
vehicle.
The unit is covered by a minimum 15 years warranty, proof that the Australian
made Hide Away Safe will stand many years of faithful service.

AFFORDABLE SECURITY AND AT THE SAME TIME PROTECT
YOUR COUNTER CASH. (Quote Australia Post)
Have you heard about the new Security Container that is ideal to retain surplus
drawer cash pending transfer to your office safe?
Known as the 'HIDE AWAY Safe', this Australian made and designed unit is a
‘Temporary Storage Cash Receptacle’ and can be affixed anywhere in your office.

The most appropriate location would be under the counter or as near as possible to
your counter drawer.
Ideally, surplus cash from the drawer(s) can be retained in the unit until time or
circumstances permit counting/checking etc pending transfer to your office safe or
to the Bank.

Another feature of the unit is that additional docking stations are available to permit
the unit to be located at several points in the office.
The unit can also be mounted in a motor vehicle; thus, the unit can be utilised to
secure cash whilst enroute between your office and the Bank.
Four (4) removable cash insert trays are also provided with the unit.
An innovative and a very cost effective Temporary Cash Storage Unit - all for a very
reasonable cost of only $295.00 which includes the Abloy security lock.
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